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Abstract. In this work we develop a method for assessing the in-
formation density and efficiency of hyperspectral imaging systems
that have spectral bands of nonuniform width. Imaging system de-
signs with spectral bands of nonuniform width can efficiently gather
information about a scene by allocating bandwidth among the bands
according to their information content. The information efficiency is
the ratio of information density to data density and is a function of
the scene’s spectral radiance, hyperspectral system design, and
signal-to-noise ratio. The assessment can be used to produce an
efficient system design. For example, one approach to determining
the number and width of the spectral bands for an information-
efficient design is to begin with a design that has a single band and
then to iteratively divide a band into two bands until no further divi-
sion improves the system’s efficiency. Two experiments illustrate
this approach, one using a simple mathematical model for the scene
spectral-radiance autocorrelation function and the other using the
deterministic spectral-radiance autocorrelation function of a hyper-
spectral image from NASA’s Advanced Solid-State Array Spectrora-
diometer. The approach could be used either to determine a fixed
system design or to dynamically control a system with variable-width
spectral bands (e.g., using on-board processing in a satellite sys-
tem). © 2002 SPIE and IS&T.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1482097]

1 Introduction

In the design of imaging systems, it is typically importa
to deliver as much information as possible about the sc
radiance with as small a data rate as possible. Hyperspe
sensors can yield large amounts of spectral-radiance
containing important information about a scene; howev
in a system design, there are practical limitations on
volume of data and associated trade-offs involving spec
spatial, and temporal coverage and resolution. This is e
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cially true in satellite remote sensing, where power a
weight considerations limit the volume of data that can
communicated to receiving stations and where there
competing demands for global coverage and high spec
spatial, and temporal resolution.

Information efficiencyis the design goal of maximizing
the information from an imaging system relative to the d
it generates. ‘‘What constitutes information?’’ is a difficu
question and the answer may be quite application dep
dent. Quantifying information is even more difficult. Whil
it is important to recognize the limitations of any gener
application-independent measure of information for s
cific applications, Shannon’s work in information theory1,2

does provide a basis for a quantitative approach that
yield useful insights and guidance for system design. Us
an information-theoretic approach, Huck and Park3 defined
information efficiency as the ratio of information density
data density. This approach recognizes the distinction
tween data and information, e.g., additional data that is
dundant or noisy may contribute little or no additional i
formation about a scene.

One of the most important design choices for hypersp
tral imaging systems is the number and width of the sp
tral bands. In our previous work4 we developed an ap
proach that analyzed the information efficiency
hyperspectral imaging systems with spectral bands of u
form width. The information efficiency is computed as
function of the hyperspectral system design, signal-to-no
ratio, and autocorrelation of the scene spectral radian
The approach allows determination of the number
uniform-width bands to optimize information efficiency fo
an ensemble of scenes.

The research described in this paper considers the an
sis and design of hyperspectral imaging systems with sp
tral bands of nonuniform width. Scene radiance m

2;
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vary statistically with respect to spectral wavelength. D
signs with spectral bands of nonuniform width can alloc
bands in spectral wavelengths that have more informat5

so such designs can achieve greater information efficie
than designs with uniform-width spectral bands.

In Sec. 2 we present a model of the scene and imag
process. In Sec. 3 we describe computation of the infor
tion density and efficiency. Illustrated in Sec. 4 is an a
proach to system design with two experiments. The
proach begins with a system design with a single band
iteratively divides one band in the current design as long
information efficiency improves. The first experiment us
a simple mathematical model for the scene spect
radiance autocorrelation and the second experiment
the deterministic spectral-radiance autocorrelation of a
perspectral image from NASA’s Advanced Solid-State A
ray Spectroradiometer~ASAS!. Section 5 concludes with a
summary and discussion of the utility of the approach.

2 Scene and Acquisition Models

Here in Sec. 2 we describe the scene and image acquis
models that are used in analyzing the information den
and efficiency. The models are presented for both
spectral-radiance domain and the Fourier transform
main.

2.1 Nonhomogeneous Spectral Statistics of the
Scene Radiance

Sources of variability in the scene radiance include the
lumination source and geometry, viewing geometry, atm
spheric conditions, and the composition of the scene.6 Let
the scene spectral-radiance available for acquisition
s(l), wherel denotes the wavelength. Next, consider
ensemble of spectral-radiance values~e.g., over a range o
time and space!. We can statistically characterize the e
pected scene spectral radiance if we have enough inde
dent samples. The scene radiance may not be statisti
homogeneous with respect to wavelength, i.e., the stat
cal expectations for the scene’s radiance may be wa
length dependent.

The generalized nonhomogeneous scene spec
radiance autocorrelation function for the ensemble is

Fs~Dl;l!5 K sS l2
Dl

2 D sS l1
Dl

2 D L , l0<l,lM ~1!

where^...& denotes the expected or ensemble average o
quantity within the angular brackets,Dl denotes the inter-
val between two wavelengths located symmetrically ab
wavelengthl, and the spectral range of scene radiances is
taken to bel0 , . . . ,lM . For notational convenience, th
scene spectral radiances(l) is taken to be a zero-mea
process at all wavelengths. In practice, it is a simple ma
to account for the mean in any processing.

Let ŝ(v) be the Fourier transform ofs(l):

ŝ~v!5E s~l!exp~2 ivl!dl. ~2!
348 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2002 / Vol. 11(3)
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Following the work of Bendat and Piersol,7 the instanta-
neous Fourier transform for the autocorrelation function
wavelengthl is

F̂s~v;l!5E Fs~Dl;l!exp~2 ivDl!d~Dl!. ~3!

2.2 Hyperspectral Image Acquisition Model

The hyperspectral imaging system converts the scene r
ances(l) into a discrete set of values, one for each ba
This process is modeled in three parts. First, the scene
diance over the range of each band is integrated. Sec
the integration is sampled to a discrete value. Third, no
is inevitably introduced into the acquisition process.

2.2.1 Spectral response

A hyperspectral imaging system integrates the scene r
ance in multiple bands. For each band, there is a spe
response over a range of wavelengths. LetM denote the
number of spectral bands. Then, the response in bandm,
mP$1, . . . ,M % is the integrated product of scene radian
s(l) and the spectral response function for that ba
hm(l). Mathematically, the integrated product is the co
volution of the scene spectral-radiance function with
band-dependent response function:

r ~l!5E s~Dl!hm~l2Dl!d~Dl!, lm21<l,lm , ~4!

where 1
2(lm211lm) is the midpoint of bandm.

The expression for the autocorrelation function of t
integrated product is complicated by the band depende
~or shift variance! of the response function. However, th
autocorrelation can be approximated in a form that is m
easily evaluated by assuming the principle of local
applies—that the most important aspects of the autoco
lation are in a small, central locality and that differences
the response functions of neighboring bands are sm
enough to be ignored. Then, the autocorrelation can
written

F r~Dl;l!5 K r S l2
Dl

2 D r S l1
Dl

2 D L
5E E Fs~Du;u!Fh~Dl2Du;l2u!

3d~Du!du, ~5!

where

Fh~Dl;l!5hmS l2
Dl

2 DhmS l1
Dl

2 D , lm21<l,lm .

~6!

Note that even assuming the principle of locality in th
expression, the autocorrelation function is band depend

Then, the instantaneous Fourier transform of the au
correlation function at wavelengthl is
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Information efficiency . . .
F̂ r~v;l!5E F r~Dl;l!exp~2 ivDl!d~Dl!. ~7!

2.2.2 Discrete bands

The acquisition model in this research allows spec
bands of nonuniform width. There is a single value samp
for each of theM bands:

q~l!5r ~l! (
m51

M

dS l2
1

2
~lm211lm! D , ~8!

whered is the Dirac sampling impulse at the center of ea
band. Then, letLm be the width of bandm:

Lm5lm2lm21 . ~9!

In discrete form, the array of sampled values is

q@m#5qS lm2
Lm

2 D mP$1, . . . ,M %. ~10!

Information is lost in this sampling of a value for eac
band. This information loss associated with band samp
is easily seen in the Fourier domain. Assuming the princi
of locality with respect to the width of the bands, the i
stantaneous transform contains a term of aliased trans
components caused by sampling and the expected pow

F̂q~v;m!5F̂ r S v;lm2
Lm

2 D
1 (

nÞ0
F̂ r S v2

n

Lm
;lm2

Lm

2 D ,

mP$1,...,M %. ~11!

This formulation assumes the side bands that alias
frequency are uncorrelated.3

2.2.3 Noise

Inevitably, noise is present in the acquired image. Additi
signal-independent noise in the discrete values is mod
as

p@m#5q@m#1e@m#, mP$1, . . . ,M %, ~12!

wheree@m# is the noise in bandm. And, the instantaneou
transform power is corrupted by the addition of the no
transform power:

F̂p~v;m!5F̂q~v;m!1F̂e~v;m!, mP$1, . . . ,M %.
~13!

3 Spectral Information Density and Information
Efficiency

Huck and co-workers3,8 formulated the spatial information
density and efficiency to assess the design of the sp
response of a digital imaging system. In their approa
information density is a measure of the information cap
ity of the imaging system for an ensemble of scenes wh
l

is

a

d

l
,

are characterized by the autocorrelation or power spectr
The information density is determined by the autocorre
tion ~or power spectrum! of the scene, the image acquis
tion function~or system transfer function!, and the autocor-
relation ~or power spectrum! of the noise. The system
information capacity is limited to the entropy of the imag
less the entropy of the noise.

Here, we formulate the spectral-radiance informati
density and efficiency to assess hyperspectral imaging
tems. Although Huck and co-workers assumed homo
neous scene statistics~as is generally appropriate in th
spatial domain!, the formulation can be generalized fo
nonhomogeneous scene statistics~as may be expected in
the spectral-radiance domain and which are describe
Sec. 2.1!.

From the model presented in Sec. 2, the informat
density of the acquired spectral signals(l) in bandm can
be derived as

Hm5
1

2
E

B̂m

3 log2S 11

F̂ rS v;lm2
Lm

2
D

(
nÞ0

F̂ rS v2
n

Lm

;lm2
Lm

2
D 1F̂e~v;m!

D dv,

~14!

whereB̂m is the sampling pass band,

B̂m5H v,uvu,
1

2Lm
J . ~15!

The unit of measure for Eq.~14! is bits of information,
which Huck and co-workers termedbifs, per band. If the
acquired signals(l) is quantized withh-bit encoding~for
2h levels!, the data density in bandm is

Dm5
h

Lm
. ~16!

The unit of measure isbits per band.
With respect to the number and spacing of spec

bands, information densityH increases with more, nar
rower spectral bandwidths. However, the data density a
increases with narrower spectral bands. The trade-off
tween the desire for information and the cost of data can
expressed as a ratio of information efficiency,H/D. Con-
sidering all bands, the total information density for the sy
tem is

H5 (
m51

M

Hm•
Lm

R
, ~17!

whereR is the wavelength range~i.e.,lM2l0!. In a similar
way, the total data density for the system is
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2002 / Vol. 11(3) / 349
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D5 (
m51

M

Dm•
Lm

R
5

Mh

R
. ~18!

Then, the system information efficiency is

H

D
5

1

Mh (
m51

M

LmHm . ~19!

As can be seen in Eq.~14!, the information density and
hence the information efficiency is a function of the scen
instantaneous spectral power spectrumF̂s(v;l), the sys-

tem spectral transfer functionĥm(v;l), the spectral-band
intervals Lm , and the system noise power spectru

F̂s(v;m). In Sec. 4 we illustrate with two experimen
how this analysis can be used to design a hyperspe
imaging system with high information efficiency.

4 Experimental Designs

Two experiments are now presented that illustrate the
of information efficiency in hyperspectral imaging syste
design. The first experiment uses a simple model for
scene radiance autocorrelation function. The second ex
ment uses the deterministic autocorrelation function o
hyperspectral image from the ASAS.9

The experiments illustrate an approach to determin
the number and width of the spectral bands. In these
periments, the expected scene spectral radiance, sy
spectral response, and system noise are fixed, so the a
sis considers only the problem of determining the num
and width of the spectral bands for the given spect
radiance autocorrelation function. The process proceed
follows.

1. Begin with a design that has single spectral band o
the full spectral range. Analyze the information ef

ciency.

350 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2002 / Vol. 11(3)
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2. For each band in the current design, consider su
viding the band into two equally sized bands. An
lyze the information efficiency for each such subd
vision.

3. If no subdivision in step 2 increases information e
ficiency, then stop the process and report the curr
design. Otherwise, the current design is updated w
the subdivision in step 2 that yielded the greatest
formation efficiency and steps 2 and 3 are repeat

The result is a highly efficient design, although not ne
essarily optimal by the criterion of information efficienc
If a predetermined number of bands is desired, the s
criterion in step 3 can be replaced by a test of the num
of bands in the current design.

4.1 Simulation Based on a Hyperspectral Scene
Model

The first experiment assumes a simple waveleng
dependent Gaussian autocorrelation function of the sc
radiances(l):

Fs~Dl;l!5ss
2 expS 2Dl

m~l! D , ~20!

where ss
2 is the signal variance and the wavelengt

dependent mean-spectral detail is a simple linear funct

m~l!5
mM2m0

lM2l0
~l2l0!1m0 ~21!

for l0<l<lM . In the experiment, this simple model
parameterized over a dimensionless wavelength range
tweenl051 andlM5512 and with mean-spectral deta
betweenm0550 andmM51. With these values, the corre
lation between scene spectral components at smaller w
lengths is larger and the correlation between scene spe
components at larger wavelengths is smaller.
Fig. 1 Information efficiency H/D as a function of the number of bands m.
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Table 1 Band number m, size Lm , and information efficiency Hm /Dm of each band in the design with
highest efficiency for the hyperspectral autocorrelation model in experiment 1.

m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Lm 32 32 32 32 32 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 128

Hm /Dm 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.78 0.44
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The system spectral response function is modeled as
convolution of a square pulse and Gaussian:

hm~l!5
1

2Lm
rectS l

2Lm
D ^

1

A2psh
2

expS 2
l2

sh
2D . ~22!

In the experiment, the width of the Gaussian is fixed
sh

251. Although it is not considered a design variable
this experiment, the spectral response function is critica
system performance and plays a central role in the trade
between blurring and aliasing. In this experiment, we
sume signal-independent white noise~i.e., a flat noise
power spectrum! with a signal-to-noise ratio ofss /sn58.
The experiment assumes 8-bit quantization,h58.

Figure 1~a! illustrates the relationship between the nu
ber of bands and the information efficiency for this expe
ment using this approach. The information efficiency pe
at just over 0.80 with 20 bands, withH5128.5 bits and
D5160 bits over the entire spectral range. The width a
information efficiency of each band are presented in Ta
1.

The linearity of the scene spectral-autocorrelation
rameter facilitates interpreting the reasons for the widths
the bands. At the smaller wavelengths, the autocorrela
is greater, so there is less aliasing due to band sampling
not much more information is gained by subdividing ban
At the larger frequencies, the autocorrelation is smaller
there is significant information but the data cost of ban
that are small enough to sufficiently attenuate aliasing~and
so yield that information! is very high. At the middle fre-
quencies, there is less correlation~and so more informa-
tion! than at smaller frequencies and the correlation is
so small as to require very small bands~as are required a
higher frequencies!.

This approach yields superior results compared to
optimal design with uniform-sized spectral bands. For
same experimental design and a system design
uniform-sized bands,4 the maximum efficiency of 0.78 is
achieved with 32 bands of sizeL516. Using this approach
for designing a system with nonuniform spectral bands,
information efficiency with 32 bands is 0.79.

4.2 Simulation Based on a Hyperspectral Scene

The hyperspectral autocorrelation model used for the
periment presented in Sec. 4.1 is contrived as a simple
understand nonhomogeneous autocorrelation function.
experiment presented here in Sec. 4.2 uses an autoco
tion function determined from a 64-band (200
3512 pixel) image of the Washington, DC, mall fro
NASA’s ASAS.9 The wavelength-dependent determinis
autocorrelation function is computed from this image as
e

ff

f
n
d

t

h

-
-
e
la-

Fs~Dl;l!

55
1

N (
n

sn~l0!sn~l01Dl!, if l2
Dl

2
,l0 ,

1

N (
n

snS l2
Dl

2 D snS l1
Dl

2 D , otherwise,

1

N (
n

sn~lM2Dl!sn~lM !, if l1
Dl

2
.lM ,

~23!

where sn(l) is the nth pixel of N520003512 pixels in
ASAS bandl with l51, . . . ,64. Thecomputed autocorre
lation function, shown in Fig. 2, is clearly nonhomog
neous with respect to wavelength. The autocorrelation
virtually zero in the very low bands and very high ban
because there is virtually no signal in these bands of
ASAS image. There are highly correlated bands in
ASAS image centered atl518 and 41 and there is a na
row range of bands with lower correlation centered atl
530.

The goal of the experiment is to design nonunifor
bands for this autocorrelation function to achieve high
formation efficiency. The system response function is id
tical to the model in Eq.~22! in Sec. 4.1. This experimen
also assumes the same signal-independent white noise
signal-to-noise ratioss /sn58 and 8-bit quantization,h
58.

Figure 1~b! illustrates the relationship between the num
ber of bands and the information efficiency for this expe
ment. The information efficiency peaks at just over 0.
with nine bands, withH544.7 bits andD572 bits over the
entire spectral range. The width and information efficien
of each band is presented in Table 2. As in the previo
experiment, the smallest bands~here, with widthLm54!
are in spectral regions where the autocorrelation functio
not very narrow and not very broad.

Fig. 2 Deterministic autocorrelation function of the ASAS scene.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2002 / Vol. 11(3) / 351
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Table 2 Band number m, size Lm , and information efficiency Hm /Dm of each band in the design with
highest efficiency for the ASAS autocorrelation function in experiment 2.

m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Lm 8 4 4 16 8 8 4 4 8

Hm /Dm 0.58 0.67 0.55 0.47 0.82 0.59 0.61 0.68 0.61
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This approach yields superior results compared to
optimal design with uniform-size spectral bands. For
same experimental design and a system design
uniform-size bands,4 the maximum efficiency of 0.59 is
achieved with eight bands of sizeL58. Using this ap-
proach for designing a system with nonuniform spec
bands, the information efficiency with eight bands is 0.6

5 Conclusion

The method developed in this paper assesses the info
tion density and efficiency of hyperspectral imaging s
tems with spectral bands of nonuniform width. The analy
quantifies information efficiency by considering the sce
statistics, system design, and signal-to-noise ratio. The
sessment can be used to produce system designs tha
highly efficient at gathering information. This information
theoretic approach is application independent and does
take into account application-specific issues such as w
classes of scene elements may be most important to di
guish and what wavelengths may be obscured by the e
ronment. Of course, wherea priori knowledge of the ap-
plication is available, this application-independe
information-theoretic approach should be used in conju
tion with knowledge of the domain.

Two experiments illustrate the approach by iterative
refining the system design for particular scene characte
tics. One experiment employs a simple, easily underst
mathematical model for the spectral-radiance autocorr
tion function and the other experiment uses a determini
spectral-radiance autocorrelation function of a hypersp
tral image from NASA’s Advanced Solid-State Array Spe
troradiometer. The designs achieve greater information
ficiency than optimal designs with spectral bands
uniform size.

The approach could be used either to determine a fi
system design or to dynamically control a system w
variable-width spectral bands. For example, on-board p
cessing in a satellite system could dynamically determ
the spectral band design based on scene characteristic

The approach has promise for the problem of asses
information gathering for problems of pattern recogniti
and classification. Rather than seeking to maximize mu
information between measured values and the actual r
ance, the goal might be restated as seeking to maximize
information available to distinguish patterns. We have
gun work to investigate this problem.
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